
The COLLARD Hedger is a total pruning system for orchards. 
Features an adjustable pruning system to hedge, top and skirt 
orchards. Allows growers to maximize production and reduce 
pruning costs. By reducing heavy crop set limb damage, opens 
middles for better sunlight, cleans out lower branches to reduce 
herbicide damage and allows passage of  tractors without limb 
breakage.

The Model P2000A Hedger is light enough that it can be mount-
ed on a utility size tractor thus reducing operating costs and 
compaction.

Distributed By:

● Maximize production and reduce pruning cost with better 
 management of  your tree canopy
● Reduce heavy crop set limb breakage
● Clean your lower hangers to reduce herbicide damage
● Open middles for better sunlight - improve harvest conditions
● Hedge when you want
● Allow passage of  tractors without limb damage or operator risk
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FEATURES:
● 7 cylinder hydraulic system which allows 
 for many different applications
● Electro hydraulic controls
● 18" Diameter S.S. saw blades are standard with  
 optional fl ail knives for green material
● 9 Blades per side - optional 6, 7 and 8   
 blades per side
● Requires minimum of  12 GPM @ 3000 PSI
● Designed so that blades throw much of  
 the brush into the rows, instead of  
 dropping into the tree canopy
● Effective trimming for both nut and 
 fruit orchards 
● Cut lengths 8, 9.4, 10.7 or 12 feet

SPECIFICATIONS:

An almond grower who purchased a COLLARD Tree Hedger states: "The COLLARD Tree Hedger has larger 
diameter cuts than any sickle machine, less maintenance, and fewer moving parts. The blades throw much of  the brush into the 
row instead of  dropping into the tree canopy. The COLLARD Tree Hedger is more convenient - able to cut how you want 
and use a smaller tractor that has a lighter "footprint" in the fi eld."

Order No. Description Hedging Topping Weight
P2000A-9 Hedger/Topper/Skirter

18 Blades
Maximum - 14 feet Maximum - 11 feet 1780#

NOTE:  

Tractor speeds will depend on the diameter of  
branches, type and density of  the foliage.
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